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a mahakavya. Bharateivarabnhubali rftsa by Salibhadra,
the first available rasa in Old Gujarat!, is dated 1145. At
first, perhaps, the popular caritas and dharmakathas were
called rasas ; later, all poems in this form' came to be known
as rasas irrespective of the subject which they treated,
and were sung by men and women on festive occasions.
Jaina literature of this kind became stereotyped. New
authors did nothing but turn the works of their pre-
decessors in Samskrta, Prakrta, Apabhransa, and even Old
Gujarat!, into rasas.
A love poem, set to popular tunes, was another
poetic form. The earliest specimen of such a poem is
Neminathacatushpadika (c. 1269). It is a love-lament of
Rajala on her separation from Neminatha. She describes
her feelings as they vary with each month of the year.
Rajala weeps, as she sees the lakes full of water in the month of
Bhadrapada. " 0 source of all kindness ! Why have you left me, lonely and
helpless?"
Her friend replies, *T)o not weep. He is heartless and will never be yours ;
otherwise, having reared a tree, he would not set fire to it; having carried
you to the top of a mountain, he would not throw you down.'*
Rajala replies, "You speak truly. In these rains, the lakes burst their
bounds, the sea tosses about, and the mountains are worn away ;
but the dark-hearted beloved does not relent."1
In a similar vein the poem refers successively to the
other months of the year. Later, similar poems were very
popular <under the name of bara masi, literature of the
twelve months.
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The first notable author in Old Gujarat! appeared at the
beginning of the fifteenth century. Somasundara (1374-
1446), a sadhu of great literary attainments composed
explanatory works in prose on religious and philosophic
treatises. His Rangasfigara NemifSga is a charming poein.
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